
Women in Tech Intern (f/x)

Munich or Remote

FINN makes mobility fun and sustainable. With a flexible
car subscription, we bring a true e-commerce experience
to car ownership and offset all CO2 emissions along the
way. Join our fast-growing startup to build the most
popular auto e-commerce platform. We work with the
best car brands in the world and are backed by leading
global investors.

Your Role

With this program, we are primarily targeting women
interested in Software Engineering to join our team and
gain professional exposure to this exciting domain. As a
participant in our Women in Tech Internship program, you
will work with us on developing software and systems, as
well as managing thousands of vehicles. You can choose
between 5 tracks to develop your coding skills and learn
about product development in a high-growth tech startup.

Your Benefits

● You have the flexibility to work either in our Munich
office or remotely within 3 hours of the Munich time
zone �CET/CEST�.

● With massive growth potential, FINN allows you to
quickly develop and succeed in a highly motivating
startup environment with purposeful projects in
cross-functional teams.

● Excellent monthly salary of 2,800€.

● Discounted qualitrain membership enabling you to be
active in various gyms within Germany.

● Our open, modern office in the middle of Munich is
known for loads of fun with amazing colleagues and
frequent team events.

● You want to drive your own car with FINN? – Get one
with our employee discount program.

Available Tracks

● Frontend Development: Take the first steps in web
development, ship features, or build new landing
pages from scratch, with your team.

● Backend Development: Help our team with daily
challenges by automating processes and learn more
about the software infrastructure.

● Data Engineering: Support the design,
implementation and maintenance of a
state-of-the-art data architecture for our teams to
facilitate our decision making with our easily
available data.

● API Technical Writing: Create useful and engaging
API and other developer-facing documentation using
docs-as-code approach.

● Business Automation: Optimize and automate
crucial business processes with state-of-the-art
webtools such as Integromat.

Your Responsibilities

● Learn from the best: Tackle obstacles, develop your
knowledge and increase your work experience with
your mentor!

● Strive for excellence: Strive to deliver the best
possible experience for our users empowering them
through effective software.

● Build it, run it: Build features with a “build it, run it”
mindset and be responsible for testing, deployment
and monitoring your code. We believe in Serverless!

Your Profile 

● Graduated or about to graduate top of your class
with a Bachelor’s or Master’s degree.

● Interested in working with engineering teams or
becoming an engineer yourself.

● Available for a minimum of 4 months.

● Basic knowledge of coding languages like
JavaScript, Python, Go or similar is a plus.

● Impressive solution-finding abilities with new,
creative approaches on how to overcome
challenges.
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●

● Strong growth mindset and the motivation to
continuously improve self and team performance.

● Fluency in English.

Interested in Joining Our Fast-Growing Startup?

Please upload your CV and transcripts online. Henriette
Brune and Luwam Tedros are looking forward to your
application!

Apply here!

Equal Opportunities for Everyone

FINN is an equal opportunity employer. We embrace and
celebrate diversity and are committed to creating an
inclusive and safe environment for all employees.
Experience comes in many forms and we're dedicated to
adding new perspectives to the team. We encourage you
to apply even if your experience doesn't perfectly align
with what we have listed. We'd love to hear from you!
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